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Abstract - In this paper, we prove existence and uniqueness of coupled best proximity point theorems for cyclic 

contraction mappings in  -metric space via metric space. This paper generalizes results in the current literature 

[8,9,10]; we also strengthened our results with valid examples 14,19,21.  
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 

A point which remains invariant under a transformation is 

called a fixed point. i.e., a mapping           is 

verbalized to have a fixed point     if     . Banach 

fixed point theorem sated as “every contraction mapping on 

a complete metric space has a unique fixed point” which is 

very important vital role in the study of fixed point theory. 

Fixed point theory is a cumulation of analysis, topology and 

geometry. In the course of the most recent 50 years or so 

the hypothesis of fixed point has been uncovered as an 

intense and vital device for solving the distinctiveness and 

subsistence of solutions for differential equation, partial 

differential equation, randomized differential equation and 

integral equations. Fixed point theorem play a 

consequential role not only in solving the eigen value 

problems, boundary value problems, non linear problems 

and the problems of mechanics but additionally for the 

characterization of completeness of metric space. 

Banach fixed point theorem was generalized and amended 

in different ways by sundry authors. 

In the year 2000, Beanciani presented the idea of 

generalized metric space as takes after. 

Definition 1. Let   be a nonempty set and        

         a mapping such that for all       and for all 

distinct point    , each of them different from   and   

satisfying the follows: 

(i)           f and only if     

(ii)               

(i)                             

Then        is called a generalized metric space. 

In the year 2003, Mustafa and Sims have shown that most 

of the results concerning Dhage’s  ‐metric space are 

invalid. Therefore, they introduced an improved version of 

the generalized metric structure, and called it as  ‐metric 

spaces. 

In the year 2006, Mustafa and Sims introduced the concept 

of  ‐metric spaces as follows: 

Definition 2. [6]. Let   be a non‐empty set, and let   

               be a function to satisfy the following 

axioms:  

1)             iff         

2)            for all       with      

3)                 , for all         with      

4)                             (symmetry in 

  l three variables), 

5)                           , for all            

(rectangle inequality) 

Then the function   is called a generalized metric, or, more 

specifically, a  ‐metric on  , and the pair       is called a 

 ‐ metric space. 

Definition 3. [6] Let       be a  -metric space, let {  } be 

a sequence of points of  ; therefore, it is said that {  } is   

convergent to   if  

   
     

                

That is, for any      there exists      such that 

             for all        Onec all  , the limit of 

the sequence and write      or           

Proposition 4. [6] Let       be a  -metric space. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

1) {  } is  -convergent to   

2)            , as     

3)             , as     

4)             , as     

Definition 5. [6] Let       be a  -metric space. A 

sequence {  } is called a  -Cauchy if, for each     there 

exists     such that                for all       

 ; that is,               as          

Proposition 6. [6] Let       be a  -metric space. Then the 

following are equivalent; 

1) The sequence {  }  is  -Cauchy 
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2) For every    , there exists     such that 

              for all       

Definition 7. [6] A  -metric space       is called a 

symmetric  -metric space if                  , for all 

       

Proposition 8. [6] Every  -metric space       defines a 

metric space        by                           

for all        

Note that, if       is a symmetric  -metric space, 

then                   , for all    . However, if 

      is not symmetric, then it holds by the  -metric 

properties that  
 

 
                           , for 

all        In general, these inequalities cannot be 

improved. 

Proposition 9. [6] A  -metric space       is Gcomplete if 

every  -Cauchy sequence in       is  -convergent. 

Example 10. [6] Let       be the usual metric space. 

Define      by                                for 

all        . Then it is clear that       is a  -metric 

space. 

Example 11. [6] Let   {   }. Define   on       by 

                                          

and extend   to       by using symmetry in the 

variables. Then it is clear that       is  -metric space. 

A mapping  :     is said to have a fixed point 

    if       Nevertheless, if   is a non-self-mapping, 

then it is probable that the equation      has no solution, 

in which case best approximation theorems explore the 

existence of an approximate solution whereas best 

proximity point theorems analyze the existence of an 

approximate solution that is optimal. 

Recently, Haussian introduced best proximity 

point concept in  -metric spaces and established the best 

proximity point theorem for new class of proximal 

contraction mappings. 

Let       be a  -metric space. Suppose that   and   are 

nonempty subsets of  -metric space       . Then 

   {    :                 for some    } 

   {    :                 for some    } 

where              {                }  

If  :         is cyclic contraction mapping in a  -

metric space      , a point       is called best 

proximity point of   if                  or 

equivalently  Deepak Singh et.al., we can say 

                    and                   , 

where 

              {                 } 

and 

              {                 } 

II. MAIN RESULTS 

Definition 12. Let   and   be nonempty subsets of a        

 -metric space   and           An element       

    is called a coupled best proximity point of   if 

 (          )   (          )           

or 

 (               )   (               )             

It can be rewritten as, every  -metric on   defines a metric 

   on   given by  

                                . 

Definition 13. Let   and   be nonempty subsets of a        

 -metric space   with         and          

Then       is said to be a cyclic contraction if there exists a 

non-negative number       such that 

 (                    )                      

                     

or 

 (                    )                      

 (       )           

In the view of metric space,    can be written as 

  (             )                    

 (       )          

 Example 14. Let    . The function         

  , defined by 

                            

for all       , is a  -metric on    

Also        and          . Then            

        and         by 

       
         

  
 and        

        

  
  

By choice          and          , we get 

  (             )  |
        

  
 

        

  
| 

 
 

  
                   

 
 

  
                  

 
 

 
        

 

 
        

 

 
 

  (             )                    

 (       )          

This implies that    is a cyclic contraction with   
 

 
 and 

  
 

 
  

Lemma 15. Let   and   be nonempty subsetsof a metric 

space            and          and       be a 

cyclic contraction. If               and define 

               

               

Then 

                     

                     

Proof: For every      

                   

                   

for all               

                     , 

                     . 
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              (                    ) 

                           

 (       )        

                    

                           

               

By similarly, we have 

              (                    ) 

                           

 (       )        

                    

                           

              

Let                            

                                 

      (                      ) 

               

                                    

                      

                       

On-going this procedure, we get 

                                

Accrediting             , since        

              

Therefore, 

                                        

for all     By consubstantial argument, we can also pick 

up                                             

for all      

Lemma 16. Let   and   be a nonempty subsets of a 

 ‐metric space   such that       and       have a 

property UC,         and         and       is 

a cyclic contraction. If             and define 

                                 

                                 

for all             Then for every    , there exists a 

positive integer     such that for all         

                                    (2.1) 

Proof: By Lemma 15, we have 

                                           

                                           

for all      In consideration of       has a property   , 

we extort 

               

A consubstantial argument expos that 

               

By means of       has a property   , we can also pick up 

                 

                 

Suppose that (2.1) does not hold. Then we have to find 

     such that for all    , there is         

rewarding 

       
               

                   

In addition, corresponding to   , we can pick out    in such 

a way that it is the minimum integer with       and 

rewarding the above relation. Suddenly 

                                             

For this reason, we get 

              (   
      )     (   

      ) 

  [  (   
      )    (           )] 

  [  (   
      )    (           )] 

    (   
      )     (   

      ) 

            

Letting    , we accomplish to see that 

                      

Which contradicts. Therefore, we can wind up that (2.1) 

holds.  

Lemma 17. Let   and   be a nonempty subsets of a 

 ‐metric space   such that       and       have a 

property   . Let                  an        is 

a cyclic contraction. If             and define 

                                 

                                 

For all            . Then {  } {  } {    } {    }  are 

Cauchy sequences. 

Proof: By Lemma 15, we pick up 

                    and                       . 

In consideration of       satisfies property   , we extort 

             . Consubstantially we have, 

                for the reason that       satisfies 

property     

We straightaway expo that for every     there exists 

    such that 

                      (2.2) 

for all        

Suppose that (2.2) does not hold, then we have to find 

    such that for all     there exists         such 

that 

      
                  

In addition, corresponding to   , we can pick out    in such 

a way that it is the minimum integer with       and 

rewarding the above relation. Suddenly we have 

                
        

       
                        

       
                   

Accrediting    , we have 

                     

which contradicts. Therefore, we can wind up that (2.2) 

holds. On account of (2.2) holds and             

        , by adopting property UC of       , we have 

{  } is Cauchy sequence. In similar way, we can prove that 

{  } {    } and {    ) are Cauchy sequences.  

Here we state the main result of this paper. 

Theorem 18. Let   and   be a nonempty subsets of a 

 ‐metric space   such that       and       have a 

property   . Let                   an        is 

a cyclic contraction. If              an define 
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for all             Then   has a coupled best proximity 

points           and T has a coupled best proximity 

points            . In addition, we have         

          and         . Additionally, if     and 

      , then  

                             

Proof: By Lemma 15, we pick up 

                    . 

Using Lemma 17, we have {  } and {  } are Cauchy 

sequences. In this way, we have to find       such that 

           

We accomplish that 

                   

                       

As     

                   

By consubstantial argument, we can also pick up 

                   

It follows that 

  (         )    (                   ) 

                         

                   

Letting    , we obtain 

  (        )                    

 (       )        

                      

Consubstantially, we can prove that 

                     . 

For this reason, we have       is a coupled best proximity 

point of    

In similar way, we can prove that there exits         such 

that         and        . Furthermore, we have 

                      

and 

                         

So         is a coupled best proximity point of    

Finally, we assume that     and       then we expo 

that 

                           . 

For all    , we accomplish that 

              (                    ) 

                           

                   

Letting    , we have 

                             

                   

For all    , we have 

              (                    ) 

                           

                  

As    , we have 

                             

                  

From the above relations, we can write 

                       (                ) 

                    

which insinuates that 

                              (2.3) 

In consideration of                  and         

       we have 

                              (2.4) 

From (2.3) and (2.4), we get 

                           . 

This completes the proof. 

Example 19. From Example 14, we note that         

  is a unique coupled best proximity point of   an 

             is a unique coupled best proximity 

point of    

Theorem 20. Let   and   be a nonempty closed subsets of 

a complete  ‐ metric space   such that       and 

      have a property   . Let        ,        

  and       is a cyclic contraction. If             and 

define 

                                 

                                 

For all            . Then   has a coupled fixed point 

          and   has a fixed point            . In 

addition, we have                  and      

    Additionally, if     and      , then   and   have a 

common coupled fixed point. 

Proof: On account of         , we get       and 

      satisfy the property   . Therefore by Theorem 18,   

has a coupled best proximity point          , that is 

                                     (2.5) 

and   has a coupled best proximity point            , 

that is 

                                         (2.6) 

From (2.5) and          , we consummate that 

                   

that is       is a coupled fixed point of  . It follows from 

(2.6) and            we get 

                      

that is         is a coupled fixed point of    

Next, we postulate that      and     , then we expo 

that   and   have a unique common coupled fixed point in 

      . From Theorem 18, we get 

                              (2.7) 

Since          , we get 

                    

which insinuates that      and     . Therefore, we 

consummate that              is common coupled 

fixed point of   and T.  

Example 21. Let    . The function           , 

defined by 

                            

For all        , is a  -metric on    

Also         and         . Then            
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        and         by 

       
      

  
 and        

      

  
  

This implies that     is a cyclic contraction with   
 

 
 and 

  
 

 
  

By choice           and          , we get 

  (             )  |
      

  
 

      

  
| 

 
 

  
                 

 
 

  
                

 
 

 
        

 

 
        

  (             )                    

                  

 From this   and   have a common coupled fixed point 

              

If we take     in Theorem 20, then we get the following 

Corollary. 

Corollary 22. Let   be a nonempty closed subset of a 

complete  -metric space    :       :       and 

      is a cyclic contraction. If             and define 

                                 

                                 

For all             Then   has a coupled fixed 

point           and   has a fixed point           

 . In addition, we have                  and 

         Additionally, if     and      , then   and   

have a common coupled fixed point      

If we take     in Corollary 22, then we get the following 

results 

Corollary 23. Let   be a nonemptyclosed subsets of a 

complete  -metric space           and 

                                    

for all          . Then   has a coupled fixed point 

           

III. CONCLUSION 

In this research article, we proved existence and uniqueness 

of coupled best proximity and fixed point theorems in  -

metric space. We presented many interesting results in this 

paper and these new results would attract many researchers 

across the globe, since these concepts are entirely new to 

this fields.  
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